The Open eDiscovery Approach
Digital Reef delivers the most scalable, open, and collaborative eDiscovery software
for the entire eDiscovery team.
Open eDiscovery creates a scalable, open, and collaborative
environment between all members of the legal process including:
corporate counsel, outside counsel, and the service provider. The
goal is to establish a proactive approach with significantly reduced
technology overhead and optimized speed and quality of the
end-to-end eDiscovery process based on the Electronic Discovery
Reference Model (EDRM).
Key Features
• Proactive, collaborative approach for the entire eDiscovery team
• Standard software platform for legal hold, processing, ECA, review
• Designed in scalability and multi-organization environment
• On-premise, hosted, and portable deployments

Key Features
• Hold, collect, process, analyze 17-273 TB per day
• One solution for collection, preservation, processing, analysis
• “Data In-place” Early Case Assessment application
• Open integrations with legal hold and review
Key Benefits
• More analysis time to reduce litigation risks
• Predictable client deliverables
• Highly efficient IT and infrastructure utilization

Key Benefits
• Reduced per case technology investments risks
• Much easier environment to train and adopt
• Lower litigation risks and costs for the legal team

Most Open eDiscovery

Most Scalable eDiscovery
The Digital Reef Open eDiscovery approach offers industry
leading legal hold, processing, and analysis execution and
performance. When processing Terabyte sized matters, Digital
Reef TeraperformanceTM design enables litigation support teams
and IT to predict and meet deadlines, and increase time allocated
to litigation strategy and review. With one integrated solution from
Legal Hold through Review, corporate counsel, outside counsel,
and service provider eDiscovery teams have an effective process to
manage and support eDiscovery.

Openness is designed into the Digital Reef software architecture
enabling the eDiscovery and IT teams to leverage current and
new investments in legal hold systems, legal review software, and
final production environments. For service providers and internal
eDiscovery processing groups, Digital Reef can interoperate and
improve EDRM process quality with standard web services that
expose and provide Digital Reef collections, preservation, processing,
and early analysis functions to a wide range of leading eDiscovery
products including Exterro Fusion and kCura Relativity. The Digital Reef
eDiscovery solution leverages a unique policy management engine
that can integrate and orchestrate policies for legal hold, and enforce
collections and preservation rules across logical and physical electronic
documents and files.
Key Features
• Legal hold notification integration
– Digital Reef Legal Hold Exchange for Exterro Fusion
• Legal review integration
– Digital Reef Review Exchange
• EDRM process integration
– EDRM processes and standards
– Review and production export for iConect - Core nXT Platform
Key Benefits
• Reuse current investment eDiscovery applications and tools
• Remove costly manual tasks required to support EDRM
• Faster ROI for corporate, law firm, and the service provider

Most Collaborative eDiscovery
Collaboration between the corporate office of general counsel,
outside attorneys, IT, and legal service providers is becoming
the key requirement to enable proactive eDiscovery. Creating an
environment that brings together case attorneys, collections agents,
litigation support, and IT eDiscovery project managers offers a
multi-organization process that is secure and defensible. Digital
Reef can be used on-premise and hosted in the cloud for each part
of the EDRM from legal holds, processing, early case assessments,
review, and production. In addition, with Digital Reef’s unique Portable
eDiscovery and Collections capability, a flexible hybrid model – both
on premise and hosted – can be deployed enabling corporations, law
firms, and service providers to work together to collect and process
information behind the firewall and continue the process in the Service
Providers data center with no infrastructure overhead, reprocessing,
or ad hoc manual tasks. The end result is lower costs of eDiscovery
and technology ownership for the entire legal team.
Key Features:
• On-premise and hosted deployments
• Digital Reef Portable Collections
• Digital Reef Hosted eDiscovery-as-a-Service
• Configurable native exports for production
• Flexible with web services and reporting
Key Benefits
• Typical cost savings 50%-60%* over traditional discovery
processing
• Lower cost for IT from ease of use and less infrastructure needs
• On-demand, rapid service from lower integration tasks

For more information about Open eDiscovery and Digital
Reef eDiscovery solutions go to: www.digitalreefinc.com
About Digital Reef
Digital Reef is a leading software provider helping enterprises, law
firms, and service providers with eDiscovery and Digital Information
Governance. Both corporate and IT executives are challenged to
find and manage the right information at the right time necessary to
respond to constant business demands such as government laws
and regulations, corporate accountability and compliance, and IT
digital file and storage policies. Using the industry’s most scalable
and open Virtual Governance Warehouse, businesses can rapidly
collect, analyze, and then govern information. Digital Reef gives
businesses an unprecedented control of their information which can
be derived from wherever it resides including emails, documents,
repositories, and over 400 different types of files, including images.
With Digital Reef, organizations have a standard, disciplined
approach to continuously govern information for projects driven by
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, FTC false claims, Sarbanes-Oxley,
SEC risk assessments, FDA approvals, and internal IT policies
for digital information security, retention, and file management.
Enterprises and their law firms, services providers, and consultants
across all industries rely on Digital Reef for the fastest way to
transform un-managed information into valuable assets.
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